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ABSTRACT 

Bali as a tourism area that is visited by many tourists, both foreign and local. In order to provide security and comfort 

protection for tourists, it is necessary to supervise Illegal Tour Guides. This study uses empirical legal research that 

examines problems based on facts in the field and is supported by existing laws and legal theories. The Bali Provincial 

Government is given authority by-laws and regulations, namely Law Number 10 of 2009 concerning tourism and Bali 

Provincial Regulation Number 5 of 2016 concerning Tour Guides to carry out preventive supervision through a tour 

guide exam which is conducted to obtain a competency certificate, certificate of knowledge about Balinese Culture and 

Tour Guide Identity Card (KTPP) as well as repressively carried out by conducting inspections and imposition sanctions 

against illegal tour guides. The Civil Service Police Unit can conduct inspections at each tourist attraction by cooperating 

with relevant agencies, namely the Prosecutor's Office, the Judiciary, the Tourism Office. If a violation is found, action 

can be taken on the spot. The illegal tour guide will be given administrative sanctions in the form of an oral warning, 

written warning, suspension of KTPP, or revocation of KTPP fines, and criminal sanctions. The application of this 

sanction is intended so that the tour guide in carrying out his duties has the knowledge and provides clear information 

to tourists so as not to damage the image of Balinese cultural tourism. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As the largest and most diverse industry, tourism is 

developed worldwide as an inseparable part of human life 

regarding social and economic activities. The existence 

of tourism as the most significant industry has given rise 

to a series of opportunities and challenges for countries 

that depend on the tourism industry, including the 

Province of Bali, as one of Indonesia's most popular 

tourist destinations. 

Tourism and the island of Bali cannot be separated. 

Art, culture, traditions, and natural conditions that 

support this become a unified whole and cannot be 

separated make tourism in Bali progress rapidly. 

Nowadays, the international community views the 

tourism business as a tireless effort over time, unlike 

limited natural resources. Therefore, most countries in 

the world develop tourism businesses with all their 

characteristics to increase the country's foreign exchange 

and prosper the community. 

As a tourist destination and a favorite tourist 

destination in Indonesia, Bali consistently places the 

tourism sector as the mainstay sector. Tourism 

development in Bali generally applies the concept of 

Cultural Tourism, which implicitly includes the mission 

of Balinese culture in every development activity. In line 

with that, tourism has become one of the industries that 

significantly impact Bali's economic growth. The trade 

sector for handicrafts and arts, hotels, and restaurants has 

always been the mainstay sector of the Bali Province. So 

it is not wrong to say that the level of Bali's economy is 

very dependent on sustainable tourism. The development 

of the world of tourism in the Bali area has reached a 

critical point. Even now, tourism villages are being 

developed to the Banjar level. 

The Bali Regional Government and Regency/City 

must regulate this tourism with regulations in the 

province and reach the district/city level. The Bali 

Provincial Regulation Number 5 of 2016 concerning 

Tour Guides should be disseminated to the district/city 

areas. The Regency/City Government should make 

regulations governing tourism because the regional 

government carries out the broadest possible autonomy 

and regulates Tour Guides so that the enforcement and 

control of Tour Guides are maximized. 
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Balinese culture embodies the creativity, taste, and 

initiative of the Balinese people, such as dance, music, 

and architecture that synergize with the rituals and 

religions of the Balinese Hindu community, which is a 

separate tourist attraction for tourists. These traditions 

and cultures give birth to distinctive and unique works, 

such as traditional clothes, traditional musical 

instruments, and traditional clothes, to sacred buildings 

called temples. All of these things are a powerful 

attraction in the tourism sector. This is one of the 

requirements needed by a place to become a tourist spot, 

namely attraction. Tourism is a new type of industry that 

can generate rapid economic growth in providing 

employment, increasing income, living standards, and 

stimulating other productivity sectors.[ Nyoman S. 

Pendit;1999, 35] 

The number of tourists who come to make the island 

of Bali become an international tourism icon. The 

expanse of tourist attractions and tourists who come to 

visit is endless on this island, generating a variety of new 

jobs. One of them is a guide or tour guide. A tour guide 

means someone who is in charge of providing 

instructions about a tourist attraction.[ Ismayanti; 2010, 

118] 

A tour guide must have good foreign language skills 

to avoid confusing tourists who want to be guided when 

on vacation in Bali. A tour guide must also explain and 

introduce various traditions, and customs carried out by 

the Hindu majority community. This introduction and 

explanation are intended to increase knowledge for 

tourists and aim to avoid harmful misperceptions about 

traditions in Bali. Therefore, an accurate explanation and 

introduction need to be done by a tour guide. This 

automatically makes a tour guide. In addition to being 

equipped with foreign language skills, he must also equip 

himself with various information related to the traditions 

of the Balinese people, which cannot be separated from 

the tourist attraction itself. So a tour guide must be 

someone knowledgeable. 

However, there have been many cases that are 

considered harassment of Balinese culture by tourists in 

recent times. This is detrimental to the image of Bali 

tourism but also detrimental to the natural balance of Bali 

in a nod. If we examine further, the harassment in 

Balinese cultural tourism occurs because of the lack of 

information or understanding of tourists about the 

culture. 

Law Number. 10 of 2009 concerning Tourism 

stipulates that every tourist has the right to obtain 

information about tourist attractions. To support the 

realization of these tourist rights, based on the provisions 

of Article 23 of the Tourism Law, the government is 

obliged to provide tourism information, and tourists are 

obliged to maintain and respect religious norms, customs, 

and traditions. Culture and values that live in the local 

community. 

Increasing tourist visits to Bali must be supported by 

adequate service quality with a tour guide's excellent and 

correct information. As the front line in maintaining 

Balinese cultural tourism through the quality of services 

and information provided to tourists, a tour guide must 

know Balinese culture and be certified incompetence. 

To carry out the task of guiding tourism properly, a 

general tour guide on duty must have a clear identity in 

the form of a Tour Guide Identity Card (KTPP) issued by 

the Bali Provincial Government. The reality is that 

currently, there are still many illegal tour guides who do 

not meet the competencies and requirements in the Bali 

Provincial Regulation Number 5 of 2016 concerning 

Tour Guides. 

Based on this background, several problems can be 

formulated, namely: 

1. How is the supervision of illegal tour guides in 

the province of Bali? 

2. How is the application of sanctions against 

Illegal Tour Guides in Bali Province? 

2. METHOD 

This study uses empirical legal research. The problem 

approach used in this study is a legal sociology approach, 

which examines the problems studied based on facts in 

the field and is supported by statutory regulations and 

legal theories. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Supervision of Illegal Tour Guides in Bali Province 

In Administrative Law, there are two means of law 

enforcement: supervision and application of sanctions by 

government organs. Supervision is a preventive measure 

to enforce compliance, while the application of sanctions 

is a repressive measure to enforce compliance. 

In administrative law, supervision is defined as 

supervising activity in the sense of looking at something 

carefully. There are no other activities outside that or 

activity process that compares what is being carried out, 

carried out, or held with what is desired, planned, or 

ordered. 

Sondang P Siagian said that supervision is the process 

of observing rather than implementing all organizational 

activities to ensure that all work being carried out goes 

according to a predetermined plan. [Sondang P. 

Siagian;1987, 135] 

Victor M. Situmorang said that supervision is every 

effort and action to determine the extent to which the 

tasks carried out are carried out according to the 

provisions and targets to be achieved. Supervision is a 

form of mindset and pattern of action to provide 

understanding and awareness to a person or persons who 

are given the task to be carried out using various available 

resources correctly and adequately so that there are no 

errors and irregularities that can create losses by the 
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institution or organization. The organization was 

concerned.[Victor M. Situmorang, Jusuf Juhir; 2010, 98.] 

With supervision, various activities that have been 

outlined in the laws and regulations will be carried out 

correctly in the sense that they are by what is intended. 

Regarding the discussion of the problems above, the 

intended supervision is the supervision carried out by 

administrative supervisors in implementing 

Administrative Law norms towards citizens. Supervision 

in enforcing administrative law norms is more directed at 

providing information and counseling on administrative, 

legal norms to citizens. If information and counseling 

have been provided, and then there are indications of 

violations of legal norms, the supervisory apparatus will 

conduct an investigation or investigation. The results of 

the investigation are used as the basis for the application 

of sanctions. 

The Bali Provincial Government can supervise illegal 

tour guides by the Bali Provincial Regulation Number 5 

of 2016. Supervision of tour guides is regulated in 

Chapter VIII with the title Guidance and Supervision. 

Based on the Bali Provincial Regulation Number 5 of 

2016 concerning Tour Guides, it can be seen that the 

supervision carried out by the Bali Provincial 

government includes preventive and repressive 

supervision. Preventive supervision is carried out 

through a tour guide exam conducted to obtain a 

competency certificate, a knowledge certificate about 

Balinese Culture, and a Tour Guide Identity Card 

(KTPP). Based on Article 3 paragraph (1) of the Regional 

Regulation of the Province of Bali Number 5 of 2016, to 

become a Tour Guide, a license is required in the form of 

a Tour Guide Certificate and a Tour Guide Identity Card 

(KTPP). The Tour Guide Identity Card aims to support 

the role of tour guides as a liaison between tourists and 

tourist attractions, whose duty is not only to introduce 

tourists but also to guide and understand every tourist 

attraction that attracts tourists. 

To obtain an ID card, a tour guide must go through 

training, technical guidance, and socialization to increase 

the tour guide's knowledge. After that, the tour guide 

must pass a competency test and a knowledge test about 

Balinese culture determined by the Certification Institute 

and a team formed from the Provincial Government, 

Academics, Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia, 

Pakraman Village Main Assembly, and tour guide 

organizations. After passing the two tests, the tour guide 

will receive a certificate of competency in guiding and a 

certificate of passing the Balinese cultural knowledge 

test, which can be used as a requirement to obtain a 

KTPP. 

As a form of repressive supervision, according to Mr. 

Dewa Rai Dharmadi, Head of the Bali Provincial Civil 

Service Police Unit, raids are often carried out by a 

combination of the Civil Service Police Unit with several 

members of the Bali Indonesian Tour Guide Association 

as an effort to enforce the law against illegal tour guides. 

Things that are of concern at the time of the raid are the 

completeness of the tour guides such as KTPP, 

Membership Cards of the Indonesian Tour Guides 

Association, and clothing when guiding tourists. Even 

though raids have been carried out in tourist places, many 

illegal tour guides are still working to guide tourists. Tour 

guides who do not have a certificate or KTPP (Illegal 

Tour Guide) will be sanctions. 

3.2. Application of sanctions against Illegal tour guides 

in Bali Province 

J.B.J.M Ten Berge, quoted by Ridwan, said that 

applying sanctions is the core of the enforcement of 

Administrative Law.[Ridwan: 2009, 68-69] Sanctions 

are an essential part of the legislation. The regulation of 

sanctions in the body of laws and regulations is intended 

so that all provisions that have been formulated 

(regulated) can be carried out in an orderly manner and 

are not violated. 

According to Utrecht, what is meant by sanctions is 

the result of an action or a reaction from another party, be 

it a human being or a social institution for a human 

act.[Utrecht ; 1992, 17] 

According to Hans Kelsen, sanctions are defined as 

the coercive reaction of society to human behavior (social 

facts) that disturbs society. Every system of norms, in 

Hans Kelsen's view, always relies on sanctions. The 

essence of law is the organization of power, and law rests 

on a system of coercion designed to maintain specific 

social behavior. Under certain conditions, power is used 

to keep the law, and an organ of the community does this. 

Every norm can be "legal" if sanctions are attached, even 

though the norm must be seen as related to other 

norms.[Antonius Cahyadi dan E. Fernando M. 

Manullang; 2007, 84] 

Every activity carried out illegally must, of course, be 

legally accountable. In this case, the responsibility in 

providing legal certainty is the government's authority 

where the government as an authority in the State is 

authorized to carry out various forms of regulations in 

every general activity and provide legal sanctions for any 

violators of these government regulations. 

Regarding the implementation of tourism, the 

government has the authority to make regulations and 

legal sanctions, and this certainly has a clear goal, namely 

the regulation of activities in tourism. 

Based on the Regional Regulation of the Province of 

Bali Number 5 of 2016, Tour Guides who in carrying out 

their duties do not comply with the professional code of 

ethics for tour guides (Article 12 paragraph (1); do not 

wear KTPP (Illegal) according to their classification; do 

not comply with the agreed travel program (Article 9 

paragraph (2). ); not wearing Balinese Traditional 

Clothing, except if the tour guide carries out the duties of 

water tourism, climbing, hiking, and camping activities, 

he will be subject to administrative sanctions in the form 

of verbal warnings, written warnings, freezing of KTPP, 

or revocation of KTPP. 
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Oral reprimand is a warning stated and delivered 

orally by an authorized official to punish a tour guide 

who makes a mistake. Within 6 (six) months since the 

verbal warning is given to the tour guide and the tour 

guide makes the same mistake, an administrative 

sanction in the form of a written warning will be imposed. 

A written warning is stated and delivered in writing by 

the official authorized to punish the tour guide who 

makes a mistake. If the tour guide still makes the same 

mistake within 6 (six) months from the written warning, 

it will be continued with the freezing of the tour guide's 

identification card (KTPP). Freezing, namely the 

temporary revocation of the KTPP of the Tour Guide 

concerned, will be carried out for 3 (three) months. After 

the freezing period expires, the KTPP of the Tour Guide 

is returned and allowed to carry out scouting duties as 

usual. Revocation of KTPP is taking KTPP of a tour 

guide by an authorized official if the tour guide 

concerned has been given an oral warning, written 

warning and suspension of KTPP and when supervision 

is held the tour guide makes the same mistake, the KTPP 

will be revoked If the tour guide concerned wants to 

register again as a tour guide, he must go through the 

initial stages by the applicable regulations. Based on 

Article 18 of the Bali Provincial Regulation Number 5 of 

2016, Tour Guides who do not have a Tour Guide 

Identity Card or are Illegal will be punished with 

imprisonment for a maximum of 3 (three) months or a 

fine of a maximum of Rp. 50,000,000 (fifty million 

rupiah). 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the Bali Provincial Regulation Number 5 of 

2016 concerning Tour Guides, it can be seen that the 

supervision carried out by the Bali Provincial 

government includes preventive supervision through a 

tour guide exam conducted to obtain a competency 

certificate, a certificate of knowledge about Balinese 

Culture, and a Tour Guide Identity Card (KTPP) and 

repressive supervision. Namely, supervision carried out 

by conducting inspections of illegal tour guides who do 

not have certificates or ID cards. Tour guides who do not 

have certificates or KTPP (Illegal Tour Guides) will be 

subject to administrative sanctions in the form of verbal 

warnings, written warnings, freezing of KTPP, or 

revocation of KTPP, fines, and criminal sanctions. 
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